
1. Introduction
Green monopropellants (GmPs)１） are monopropellants

with high energy densities and low toxicities. Some GmPs
include high-energy materials (HEMs) to enhance their
propulsion performance. Most of HEMs are solid and
requires some of solvents for their liquification. Generally,
the HEMs are liquified using a small volume of water

because they are hygroscopic solids. For example, aqueous
propellants based on hydroxylammonium nitrate２），３）and
ammonium dinitramide (ADN)４），５） have mainly been
investigated. However, although the utilization of HEMs
can increase the energy densities of GmPs, the use of a
solvent is expected to decrease their combustion
temperatures and specific impulses. Therefore, the
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Abstract
Ammonium dinitramide (ADN)-based energetic ionic liquid propellants (ADN-EILPs) are promising monopropellants

with high energy density, high thermal/chemical stability, and low toxicity. To predict the ignition and combustion
characteristics of ADN-EILPs, this study aimed to construct a detailed reaction model of ADN-EILPs in the gas phase by
combining conventional thermal decomposition models of the components in ADN-EILPs, the NO２ chain-growth reaction
cycle, and additional reactions based on hydrogen abstraction between component species of ADN-EILPs and two
radicals, NO２ and OH. The additional reactions were computed using quantum chemistry calculations. The structures of
the reactants, products, and transition states were optimized at the ωB97XD/6-311G++(d,p) level of theory, and the total
electron energies of these optimized structures were determined at the CBS-QB3 level. The simulated results with the
constructed detailed chemical reaction model (EILPs-G-01model) agreed with the experimental results at approximately
1.2 MPa. The EILPs-G-01model revealed that the gas-phase combustion of ADN-EILPs has three reaction cycles
depending on the radical-related reactions. Moreover, the EILPs-G-01model clarifies the relationships between the
pressure deflagration limit of ADN-EILPs and the weight ratio of methylamine nitrate in the ADN-EILPs.
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application of solvents to HEMs might hinder the
achievement of high-energy-density GmPs. One solution is
to use as little solvent as possible, or to apply a liquefaction
method without solvents.
To prepare liquid GmPs based on HEMs without

solvents, deep eutectic ionic liquids based on ADN (ADN-
based energetic ionic liquid propellants, ADN-EILPs) have
been prepared６）―８）. Most ADN-EILPs comprise three solid
components: ADN, methylamine nitrate (MMAN), and
urea. This mixture can be liquefied by simply mixing the
components at room temperature and normal pressure
without solvents. The liquefaction mechanism of the three
solids is known to depend on the melting point depression
of each chemical according to the eutectic effect８）.
Crucially, the solvent-free nature of ADN-EILPs
contributes to their high energy densities; in fact, ADN-
EILPs have density-specific impulses twice that of
hydrazine according to calculations using the NASA-CEA
code８）. The thermal stability of ADN-EILPs was evaluated
by Matsunaga et al.８）, who found that they have high a
thermal stability and storability. Although ADN and
MMAN have a high impact and electrostatic sensitivity,
the energy sensitivity of ADN-EILPs is low because they
become inert in the ionic liquid state９）. Summarizing the
above reports, ADN-EILPs have a high handling safety,
low toxicity, and high energy density.
For thruster development and operation of ADN-EILPs,

prediction of the combustion and ignition characteristics of
ADN-EILPs is important. Fundamentally, ignition and
combustion are gas-phase reactions. To study the
combustion/ignition phenomena of propellants
computationally and evaluate the chemical kinetics of
their gas-phase species, the construction of a detailed
chemical reaction model in the gas phase would be
helpful10）―12）.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to construct a

detailed chemical reaction model of ADN-EILPs in the gas
phase to estimate the chemical kinetics of their
combustion and ignition phenomena. The detailed
chemical reaction model consists of three components:
elementary reactions, transport coefficients, and
thermodynamic data. In particular, the elementary
reactions strongly affect the calculation results. In this
study, the elementary reactions were mainly composed of
the thermal decomposition of the ionic liquid components.
In addition, new elementary reactions were considered
and computed using quantum chemical calculations. The
constructed detailed chemical reaction model was
validated by comparison of the simulated results using the
model with experimental results. Using the reaction
model, the reaction mechanism of ADN-EILPs combustion
in the gas-phase was clarified and verified by analysis of
the temperature sensitivity of the elemental reactions.
Finally, the correlation between the pressure deflagration
limit of ADN-EILPs combustion and the weight ratio of
MMAN in the ionic liquids was investigated using the
detailed chemical reaction model.

2. Methods
2.1 Considered reactions and target species
The elementary reactions were constructed based on

the hydrazine/dinitrogen tetroxide reaction model
reported by Daimon et al.13） and the thermal
decomposition reactions of ADN14）, methylamine15）, and
urea16）in the gas phase. To increase the accuracy of the
elemental reactions, chemical reactions between species
formed by the decomposition of the ionic liquid should be
considered. In particular, reactions with radical species are
important in gas-phase reactions. In the combustion of the
gas phase of the ionic liquid, NO２, OH, and NH are
produced from the decomposition of ADN or nitric acid. In
particular, NO２ is a well-known radical involved in the gas-
phase reactions of chemicals containing nitrogen. Daimon
et al. proposed that hydrogen abstraction reactions by NO２
play important roles in the hypergolic reaction between
hydrazine and dinitrogen tetroxide13）, 17）. Izato et al.
reported that the chain-growth reaction of NO２ drives the
decomposition of ammonium nitrate in the gas phase18）. In
ADN-EILPs, it is conceivable that NO２ is generated by
several reaction paths, for example, by the unimolecular
dissociation of nitric acid (HNO３ = NO２ + OH13）, 19）, 20）) or
dinitramide (HN(NO２)２ = HNNO２ + NO214）). During ADN-
EILPs combustion, in the gas phase, NO２may be the main
gas species because the ionic liquid contains nitrate and
dinitramide species. In the unimolecular dissociation of
nitric acid13）, 19）, 20）, OH radicals are produced in addition to
NO２. Because OH is an active radical, it also contributes to
hydrogen abstraction reactions. Thus, OH and NO２ were
selected as attack radicals. In this study, we investigated
the following three kinds of reactions for ionic liquid
components excluding those of ADN: 1) hydrogen
abstraction by radical species, 2) isomerization of the
generated radicals, and 3) decomposition of the generated
radicals. We did not investigate the radical reactions for
ADN because Ermolin has already considered the radical
reactions in the gas-phase decomposition of ADN in his
reaction model14）.
The ionic liquid contains MMAN and urea. In the gas

phase, MMAN may exist as a mixture of methylamine and
nitric acid, which is more stable than the ionic cleavage
products, the methylammonium and nitrate ions.
Reactions related to nitric acid have already been included
in the reaction model of Daimon et al.13）. Therefore, we
focused on the gas-phase reactions with radicals of
methylamine and urea. In addition, the NO２ chain-growth
reaction reported by Izato et al.18） was added to the
reaction model (Reaction (R0) and Equation (1)).

HNO３+ HONO = 2NO２+ H２O (R0)
kTS０= 2.40 × 10―１·T 3.47·exp(-3595/T ) cm３·mol―１·s―１ (1)

The reactions of methylamine and urea were investigated
using calculations in Gaussian 0921）.

2.2 Computational methods
Using Gaussian09, optimization of the geometries of the

reactants, transition states (TSs), and products was carried
out at the ωB97XD/6-311G++G(d,p) level of theory22）. The
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ωB97XD functional includes empirical dispersion forces,
which could be important for this system because of the
presence of weak van der Waals forces, and has been
reported as sufficiently accurate for the calculation of
kinetic parameters and non-covalent interactions22）. The
frequencies of the optimized molecules were also
calculated at the ωB97XD/6-311G++(d,p) level of theory.
Afterwards, the energies of each species fixed the
geometries optimized at the ωB97XD/6-311G++(d,p) level
of theory without any changes were calculated at the CBS-
QB3 level of theory23）. CBS-QB3 is a complete basis
method with a good cost-time-benefit balance. This
calculation method, i.e., CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6-311G++(d,
p), has been described in detail by Matsugi et al.24）and has
been reported to yield accurate energy barriers for gas-
phase reactions with errors of approximately 5 kJ·mol―１24）.
Thus, it is a cost-effective strategy for obtaining
chemically accurate thermochemical information.
TSs were identified at the ωB97XD/6-311G++(d,p) level

of theory. If TSs were found, intrinsic reaction coordinate
calculations were carried out to confirm that the TS
connected the reactants and products. On the basis of the
transition state theory (TST), Equation (2) was used to
obtain the rate coefficients (k) of the target reactions. In
Equation (2), kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature, h is Planck’s constant, Q is the partition
function, R is the universal gas constant, and E is the
activation energy. The calculations in Gaussian yielded the
partition functions and activation energies.

kTST = kBT
h ·

QTS
ПQreact

· exp��−
E

RT
�
� (2)

In this study, the rate coefficient k was calculated using
the Gaussian post-processer (GPOP) program suite25）
developed by Miyoshi26）―28）.
Thermodynamic data were obtained from existing

databases29）,30）. To obtain thermodynamic data for species
not listed in these databases, the structures and energies
of products and reactants were computed at the G4 level
of theory31） using Gaussian09. The standard formation
enthalpies of the reactants and products were calculated
using the atomization reaction method32）. Using the
calculated results, the thermodynamic data were
calculated with GPOP25）.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Modeling of chemical reactions
3.1.1 Reactions of methylamine and NO2

First, the bimolecular hydrogen abstraction reaction
between methylamine and NO２ was investigated.
Hydrogen abstraction by NO２generates the conformers of
HONO, cis-HONO and trans-HONO. The chemical reaction
of interest is assumed to occur at a relatively high
temperature; under this condition, the isomerization of
HONO (cis-HONO = trans-HONO) would proceed rapidly.
Therefore, in this study, we treated HONO without
distinguishing the conformers.
Methylamine contains two types of H atoms: amine (N-

H) and methyl (C-H). In hydrogen abstraction by NO２,

there are two reaction paths to HONO and HNO２.
Therefore, there were four target reactions, given as
Reactions (R1)-(R4).

CH３NH２+ NO２= CH３NH + HONO (R1)
CH３NH２+ NO２= CH３NH + HNO２ (R2)
CH３NH２+ NO２= CH２NH２+ HONO (R3)
CH３NH２+ NO２= CH２NH２+ HNO２ (R4)

Figure 1(a) shows the potential energy profiles of the
reactions and optimized structures of the TSs. The
potential energies of the products in R1, R2, and R4 are
higher than that of their TSs. In this case, intermediate
complexes between products and TSs should be
considered. Generally, these complexes have lower energy
potentials than both their products and TSs. Therefore,
the reactions require large amount of heat to reach
products from TSs and thus seem not to proceed
efficiently. Thus, R3 is only concerned. The O atom in NO２
attacks and abstracts this H atom, and the reactant forms
methylamine radical (CH２NH２) and HONO via TS3. This
reaction’s energy barrier was calculated to be 69.24 kJ·

Figure１ Potential energy profiles for the reactions of
methylamine calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/
6-311++G (d,p) level of theory. (a) Hydrogen
abstraction reaction by NO２ radical, (b) hydrogen
abstraction by OH radical, and (c) isomerization of
the methylamine radical.
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mol―１ at the CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6-311G++(d,p) level of
theory.
The rate coefficient of R3, kTS３, was calculated by the

GPOP program suite25）.

kTS３= 1.48·T 3.619·exp(-7605/T ) cm３·mol―１·s―１ (3)

3.1.2 Reactions of methylamine and OH
In the hydrogen abstraction of methylamine by the OH

radical, there is only one reaction path to generate H２O
from OH. We identified and investigated the two
bimolecular reactions between methylamine and OH
radicals given in Reactions (R5) and (R6).

CH３NH２+ OH = CH３NH + H２O (R5)
CH３NH２+ OH = CH２NH２+ H２O (R6)

The potential energy profiles of both reactions and
corresponding optimized TS structures are shown in
Figure 1(b). These reactions begin as the O atom in OH
attacks an H atom in methylamine. In R5, CH３NH and H２O
are generated through TS5. The energy barrier of this
reaction was determined to be -1.18 kJ·mol―１. CH２NH２ and
H２O are also formed by hydrogen abstraction between the
O atom in the OH radical and methyl H atoms in
methylamine via TS6. The energy barrier of R6 was
determined to be 3.67 kJ·mol―１.
The rate constants of these reactions, kTS５ and kTS６, at

temperature T obtained using TST were given in
Equations (4) and (5).

kTS５= 3.00 × 104·T 2.573·exp (745/T ) cm３·mol―１·s―１ (4)
kTS６= 3.80 × 104·T 2.598·exp (147/T ) cm３·mol―１·s―１ (5)

3.1.3 Methylamine radical isomerization
The methylamine radical generated by the hydrogen

abstraction of radical species was considered to have two
isomers, CH３NH and CH２NH２, which can interconvert.

CH３NH = CH２NH２ (R7)

Figure 1(c) shows the potential energy profile of R7 and
the optimized TS structure. This reaction proceeds via
hydrogen transfer through TS7. The energy barrier of R7
was calculated to be 153.93 kJ·mol―１.
Unimolecular reactions are well known to have pressure

dependence on their rate coefficients. Especially, their
high- and low-pressure limiting rate coefficients should be
clarified. In this study, the former (k∞) calculation was
performed by the GPOP program suite25）, and the latter
(k０) was calculated by the UNIMOL program suite33）.
The high- and low-limiting rate coefficient were

obtained as follows:

kTS７∞ = 5.29 × 1011·T 0.405·exp (-18589/T ) s―１ (6)
kTS70 = 2.50 × 1013·T 0.328·exp (-91/T ) cm３·mol―１·s―１. (7)

3.1.4 Reactions of urea and NO2

Because urea has a symmetric chemical structure
around the CO bond, there is only one kind of H atom
available for attack by radical species. As described above,

NO２ has two hydrogen abstraction pathways with the
generation of HONO and HNO２. Therefore, the following
two reactions (Reactions (R8) and (R9)) were identified and
investigated.

NH２CONH２+ NO２= NH２CONH + HONO (R8)
NH２CONH２+ NO２= NH２CONH + HNO２ (R9)

The potential energy profiles and optimized TS
structures are depicted in Figure 2(a). In R8, an O atom in
NO２ attacks an H atom in urea through TS8.
Subsequently, TS8 yields a urea radical and HONO. The
energy barrier of R8 was calculated to be 117.17 kJ·mol―１.
On the other hand, the N atom in NO２ also attacks an H
atom in urea, and an HNO２ and urea radical are generated
via TS9. The energy barrier in R9 was determined to be
136.02 kJ·mol―１.
However, the energies of the products in R8 and R9

have high energy potentials. Similar to R1, R2, and R4, the
reactions seem not to progress efficiently. Thus, we did

Figure２ Potential energy profiles for the reactions of urea
calculated at the CBS-QB3//ωB97XD/6-311++G (d,
p) level of theory. (a) Hydrogen abstraction by NO２,
(b) hydrogen abstraction by OH radical, and (c)
unimolecular dissociation of urea radical.
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not consider these reactions for construction of the
chemical reaction model.

3.1.5 Reactions of urea and OH
For the bimolecular hydrogen abstraction reaction

between urea and OH radicals, a single reaction was
considered on the basis of the molecular symmetry of
urea.

NH２CONH２+ OH = NH２CONH + H２O (R10)

Figure 2(b) shows the potential energy profile of R10 and
the optimized TS structure, TS10. The energy barrier of
this reaction was evaluated to be 8.80 kJ·mol―１. This
reaction proceeds by hydrogen transfer from an H atom in
urea to the O atom in the OH radical through TS10, and
generates a urea radical and H２O. The rate constant of this
reaction, kTS10, was determined at temperature T using
TST, as given in Equation (8).

kTS10 = 4.02 × 103·T 2.657·exp (-377/T ) cm３·mol―１·s―１ (8)

3.1.6 Urea radical decomposition
The unimolecular dissociation reactions of the urea

radical generated by R10 were considered. One such
reaction was the elimination of NH２ from the urea radical
(R11).

NH２CONH = NH２+ HNCO (R11)

Furthermore, the decomposition reaction by the intra-
molecular transfer of hydrogen was confirmed.

NH２CONH = NH３+ NCO (R12)

In addition, an H atom from the unimolecular dissociation
product of the urea radical can transfer to NH２ (R13).

NH２+ HNCO = NH３+ NCO (R13)

Figure 2(c) shows the potential energy profiles of the
above reactions. The NH２ unit disconnects from the urea
radical, thus yielding a NH２ radical and HNCO through T

11. The energy barrier of R11 was determined to be 119.52
kJ·mol―１. In R12, the H atom in the NH unit moves to the
NH２ unit, forming TS12. After that, NH３ and an NCO
radical are generated. The energy barrier of this reaction
was calculated to be 204.53 kJ·mol―１. The NH２ radical and
HNCO, which are products of R11, also react via the attack
of the N atom in the NH２ radical on the H atom in HNCO.
These species transition to NH３and an NCO radical via TS
13. The energy barrier of R13 was estimated to be 29.17
kJ·mol―１.
R11 and R12 are unimolecular reactions. As for the

isomerization of the methylamine radical, both the high-
and low-pressure limiting rate constants should be
assumed. The rate constants were calculated by the
GPOP25） and UNIMOL program suites33）. The rate
constant of R13 was also obtained using the GPOP
program suite25）.

kTS11∞ = 4.50 × 1012·T 0.425·exp (-14629/T ) s―１ (9)
kTS110 = 4.64 × 1019·T ―1.356·exp (-3608/T ) cm３·mol―１·s―１ (10)
kTS12∞ = 5.06 × 1011·T 0.389·exp (-24622/T ) s―１ (11)
kTS120 = 7.88 × 1019·T ―1.396·exp (-4101/T ) cm３·mol―１·s―１ (12)
kTS13 = 1.92 × 103·T 2.821·exp (-2629/T ) cm３·mol―１·s―１ (13)

3.2 Simulation of combustion wave structure
using CHEMKIN-PRO

Table 1 lists the additional reactions obtained by the
above calculations. We denote the combination of the
calculated reactions, the chain-growth reaction of NO２ by
Izato18）, the N２H４/N２O４ reaction model13）, and the
conventional thermal decomposition model14）―16） as the
EILPs-G-01model. This model incorporates 111 chemical
species and 892 reactions. Figure 3 shows the rate
coefficients of the hydrogen abstraction reactions listed in
Table 1 plotted against temperature. By comparing the
rate coefficients of the reactions, two results are found: 1)
hydrogen abstraction of methylamine occurs via OH
radicals more rapidly than NO２ radicals, and 2) hydrogen
abstraction of methylamine by OH radicals proceeds more

Table１ Additional reactions and rate coefficients calculated by the Gaussian09, GPOP, and
UNIMOL program suites.

No. Symbol Reaction A＊ b E＊＊

Methylamine
R3 kTS３ CH３NH２+ NO２= CH２NH２+ HONO 1.48 3.619 15112
R5 kTS５ CH３NH２+ OH = CH３NH + H２O 3.00 × 104 2.573 -1481
R6 kTS６ CH３NH２+ OH = CH２NH２+ H２O 3.80 × 104 2.598 -293

R7
kTS７∞ CH３NH (+M) = CH２NH２(+M)

5.29 × 1011 0.405 36937
kTS70 2.50 × 1013 0.328 181

Urea
R10 kTS10 NH２CONH２+ OH = NH２CONH + H２O 4.02 × 103 2.657 749

R11
kTS11∞ NH２CONH (+M) = NH２+ HNCO (+M)

4.50 × 1012 0.425 29067
kTS110 4.64 × 1019 -1.356 7169

R12
kTS12∞ NH２CONH (+M) = NH３+ NCO (+M)

5.06 × 1011 0.389 48924
kTS120 7.88 × 1019 -1.396 8148

R13 kTS13 NH２+ HNCO = NH３+ NCO 1.92 × 103 2.821 5224
＊Frequency factor is given in units of cm３mol－１and s－１, ＊＊Activation energy is in units of cal mol－１
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rapidly than that of urea.

3.2.1 Comparison between experimental and
theoretical ionic liquid combustion wave
structures

To validate the constructed detailed chemical reaction
model, EILPs-G-01, computational reproduction of the
combustion wave structure of ADN-EILPs obtained by
strand burner experiments was carried out. The
temperature profiles of an ADN:MMAN:urea = 40:40:20
(wt. %, AMU442) mixture obtained at 1.2 and 1.9 MPa
reported by Ide et al.34）were chosen as the experimental
reference. The calculations were carried out using the
premixed burner stabilized model in CHEMKIN-PRO35）.
For the calculations, mixture-averaged transport of gases
was assumed, and correction velocity formalism was
applied. The calculations required setting of the initial gas
conditions as follows: initial gas composition, temperature,
and supplied mass flow rate.
For the initial gas composition of ADN-EILPs, it was

presumed that (1) all the MMAN dissociates to
methylamine (g) and nitric acid (g), (2) urea completely
evaporates, and (3) the thermal-decomposed gas from
ADN was present36）. Table 2 shows the initial gas
composition of the ionic liquid used for the calculation.
The initial gas temperature was assumed to be the

same as the condensed-phase temperature because the
regression surface of the ionic liquid is close to the initial
gas zone. The condensed-phase temperature of AMU442
measured in strand burner tests34）, 730 K at 1.2 MPa and
870 K at 1.9 MPa, was selected as the initial gas
temperature.
The premixed burner stabilized model35）assumes that

steady combustion always occurs. This implies that
conservation of mass is achieved at all positions of the
combustion wave. In the strand burner tests, it is assumed
that the cross-sectional area of the reaction flow is
constant, and the product of the liquid surface regression
rate (m·s―１) and its density (kg·m―３) are consistent with the
supplied gas mass flow rate (kg·m―２·s―１); thus, this was
applied to our calculations. The liquid surface regression
speeds of AMU442 were measured to be approximately 4

mm·s―１ at 1.2 MPa and 10mm·s―１ at 1.9 MPa in the strand
burner tests34）. The density of AMU442 at room
temperature is approximately 1500kg·m―３.
The calculation at 1.2 MPa using the premixed burner

stabilized model35） converged with a 5.8 kg·m―２·s―１ of
supplied mass flow rate. To evaluate the influence of the
elemental reactions calculated in section 3.1, both
simulations using the EILPs-G-01model and EILPs-G-01
excluding radical and derivative reactions (shown in Table
1) were performed. The experimental and calculated
results obtained using the premixed burner stabilized
model35）are shown in Figure 4. EILPs-G-01 can reproduce

Table２ Initial gas composition for the simulation
of gas-phase AMU442 combustion.

Component [mol ratio]

ADN 0
HN(NO２)２ 0.004282
HNO３ 0.299504
NH３ 0.017129
N２O 0.052458
NO 0.040682
N２ 0.017129
H２O 0.065305
CH３NH２ 0.282375
Urea 0.221137

Figure３ Rate constants for the hydrogen abstraction of
methylamine and urea by OH and NO２ radicals
calculated by quantum chemical calculations and
GPOP program suites25）.

Figure４ Comparison of experimental and calculated
temperature profiles of AMU442 combustion in the
gas phase at 1.2 MPa. (a) Temperature profile
measured with 25-µm R-type thermocouples34）. (b)
Simulated results with EILPs-G-01model (blue line)
and EILPs-G-01 excluding radical and derivative
reactions (blue dotted line) using the premixed
burner stabilized model in CHEMKIN-PRO35）.
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the combustion wave structure. Compared with the two
calculated results, the results of the full EILPs-G-01model
show a similar tendency in the secondary temperature
rise in the experimental results. These results
demonstrate that the hydrogen abstraction reactions by
radical species as investigated by quantum chemical
calculation play important roles in the secondary
temperature rise in ADN-EILPs combustion. However, the
calculated temperature values are different from the
experimental values by approximately 200 to 400 K at

each position. This difference might arise from heat loss
during the combustion of the ionic liquid. In the strand
burner test, a liquid sample is inserted into a glass tube.
Thus, there is heat transfer to the glass tube during
combustion, resulting in heat loss. Consequently, a
temperature difference between the experimental and
calculated results occurred. Therefore, for more accurate
validation of the EILPs-G-01model, the addition of heat loss
or other factors to this simulation is necessary.
The AMU442 combustion wave at 1.9 MPa was also

calculated using the premixed burner stabilized model in
CHEMKIN-PRO35）. The calculation at 1.9 MPa succeeded
with a 14.5 kg·m―２·s―１ of supplied mass flow rate. Figure 5
shows the calculated results for the combustion of AMU
442 at 1.9 MPa. Compared with the results at 1.2 MPa
(Figure 4), the reproducibility of the calculation at 1.9 MPa
is lower. For example, the gradient and inflection points of
the temperature rise differ from those of the experiment.
This may be partially attributable to condensed-phase
reactions.
In the calculations, the initial gas temperature was

assumed to be same as the condensed-phase temperature,
730 K at 1.2 MPa and 870 K at 1.9MPa34）. Itouyama et al.
reported that the temperature of the condensed phase of
EILPs might be dominated by the dissociation of
ammonium nitrate (AN) upon their ignition37）. The
dissociation temperature of AN depends on ambient
pressure according to the relationship given by Equation
(14)38）.

logP [Pa] = 12.449- 4547.4
T [K] (14)

According to Equation (14), at 1.2 MPa, the calculated
temperature is 713 K. This value is similar to the initial gas
temperature set in the CHEMKIN-PRO calculation at 1.2
MPa, 730 K. On the other hand, dissociation temperature
of AN at 1.9 MPa was calculated to 738 K, which is lower
than the initial gas temperature set in the CHEMKIN-PRO
calculation at 1.9 MPa, 870 K. This temperature difference
indicates the presence/absence of the condensed-phase
reactions of AMU442. In the combustion of ADN, the

Figure５ Comparison of experimental and calculated
temperature profiles of AMU442 combustion in the
gas phase at 1.9 MPa. (a) Temperature profile
measured with 25-µm R-type thermocouples34）. (b)
Simulated results with EILPs-G-01model using the
premixed burner stabilized model in CHEMKIN-
PRO35）.

Figure６ Simulated temperature and main product mole fraction distributions in the gas-phase combustion of AMU442 at 1.2 MPa.
(a) The temperature profile can be divided into three zones: (1) 1st flame zone, (2) plateau zone, and (3) 2nd flame zone. (b)
Mole fraction profiles of methylamine, urea, and nitric acids.
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condensed-phase reaction plays an important role over a
wide pressure range, as reported by Sinditskii et al.39）. The
increase in ambient pressure suppresses the evaporation
of the components of the ionic liquid and activates its
condensed-phase reactions. Consequently, the condensed-
phase reactions affect the initial temperature and
composition of the gas phase at a higher pressure, for
example, 1.9 MPa. This calculation did not include the
effect of the condensed-phase reactions in AMU442 as
described in the initial gas composition (Table 2). Thus, the
results suggest that the calculation approach with EILPs-
G-01 can be applied to low-pressure conditions (less than
1.2 MPa) assuming the independent gasification of ADN-
EILPs for the initial gas composition.

3.2.2 Gas-phase ionic liquid combustion wave structure
Using the EILPs-G-01model, the combustion wave

structure of AMU442 in the gas phase at 1.2 MPa could be
reproduced. Therefore, the reaction mechanism of ADN-
EILP combustion was clarified by the analysis of the
reaction flow of the combustion wave structure of AMU
442 at 1.2 MPa (calculated in section 3.2.1) in the gas phase
using CHEMKIN-PRO35）. As shown in Figure 6(a), the
same as Figure 4, the temperature profile of gas-phase
ionic liquid combustion consists of three parts: the 1st flame
zone, plateau zone, and 2nd flame zone. The mole fractions
of the main initial gas species in the combustion of AMU
442 are shown Figure 6(b).
In the 1st flame zone, while nitric acid decomposes

rapidly, methylamine and urea decrease as well. However,

methylamine and urea are partially consumed, whereas
nitric acid is completely decomposed. In the plateau zone,
methylamine is consumed gradually to completion. After
the complete consumption of methylamine, decomposition
of the remaining urea occurs. This result indicates a
difference between the consumption rates of methylamine
and urea, which results in the stepwise temperature
profile shown in Figure 6(a). Thus, the reactions affecting
the consumption of urea and methylamine were identified
using the ”rate of production analysis” in the CHEMKIN-
PRO program suite35）, and the results are summarized in
Figure 7.
In the 1st flame zone, the hydrogen abstraction reactions

by OH radicals (i.e., CH３NH２+ OH) affect the consumption
of methylamine. However, in the plateau zone, the
hydrogen abstraction of methylamine by H radicals (CH３
NH２+ H) becomes dominant. Urea is consumed depending
on its hydrogen abstraction by OH radicals in both the 1st
flame and 2nd flame zones. In contrast, in the plateau zone,
the hydrogen abstraction of urea by OH radicals hardly
progresses. This indicates that the consumption of
methylamine and urea is advanced by the OH and H
radicals. Thus, the reactions related to OH and H radicals
should be examined. First, we analyzed the rate of
production of OH radicals and selected the reactions with
high radical generation/consumption rates, as shown in
Figure 8.
In the 1st flame zone, the generation of OH radicals

proceeds rapidly by the decomposition of nitric acid (i.e.,
HNO３ (+M) = NO２ + OH (+M)). In the 2nd flame zone, the

Figure７ Rates of production for the consumption of (a)
methylamine and (b) urea with main reactions in the
combustion of AMU442 at 1.2 MPa.

Figure８ Rates of production of OH radicals with main
reactions during the combustion of AMU442 at 1.2
MPa. (a) Overall profiles and (b) enlarged view
between 0.1 and 0.4mm.
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reduction of NO２by H radicals (i.e., NO２+ H = NO + OH) is
the active reaction for OH radical production. On the other
hand, the reaction between NH２ and NO, NH２ + NO =
NNH + OH, is dominant for the generation of OH radicals
in the 2nd flame zone. In contrast, the consumption of OH
radicals occurs by CH２NH２+ OH = CH２OH + NH２or CH２O
+ OH = HCO + H２O, not by only dehydration between
methylamine and OH (i.e., CH３NH２ + OH = CH２NH２/CH３
NH + H２O), in the 1st flame zone. Thus, the rates of
production of methylamine radicals and their derivatives
were analyzed by a rate of production analysis. CH３NH
mainly isomerizes to CH２NH２, which has two consumption
paths: 1) CH２NH２ + OH = CH２OH + NH２ in the 1st flame
zone and 2) CH２NH２= CH２NH + H in the plateau zone. CH２
OH is converted to CH２O via attack by NO２, which
appears to be generated from the decomposition of HNO３,
i.e., HNO３ (+M) = NO２+ OH (+M). CH２O reacts with an OH
radical, and the reaction generates HCO with H２O. HCO is
attacked by NO２ and becomes H, CO２, and NO. The H
radical is used to reproduce OH radicals by the reaction
between the H radical and NO２(H + NO２= NO + OH), and
the generated NO reacts with NH２ from CH２NH２ + OH =
CH２OH + NH２ and becomes NNH and OH. NNH
decomposes to N２ and an H radical. Figure 9 shows the
reaction cycle in the 1st flame zone. In this study, we call
the reaction cycle in the 1st flame zone the ”OH radical
chain-growth reaction cycle of methylamine.”
Each reaction and a summary of the reactions with

standard enthalpies of reaction (∆rH�) obtained by
differences in the standard formation enthalpies are given
below.

3HNO３ (+M) = 3OH + 3NO２ (+M); ∆rH�= +609.0 kJ·mol―１
CH３NH２+ OH = CH２NH２+ H２O; ∆rH�= -106.3 kJ·mol―１
CH２NH２+ OH = CH２OH + NH２; ∆rH�= -18.0 kJ·mol―１

CH２OH + NO２= CH２O + HONO; ∆rH�= -200.9 kJ·mol―１
CH２O + OH = HCO + H２O; ∆rH�= -125.3 kJ·mol―１
HCO + NO２= NO + CO２+ H; ∆rH�= -154.7 kJ·mol―１
NH２+ NO = NNH + OH; ∆rH�= +10.9 kJ·mol―１
NNH (+M) = N２+ H (+M); ∆rH�= -33.1 kJ·mol―１
H + NO２= NO + OH; ∆rH�= -122.1 kJ·mol―１

3HNO３+ CH３NH２ (+M) =
2OH + 2H２O +NO + CO２+ H + N２+ HONO (+M); ∆rHtotal�
= -139.0 kJ·mol―１

The reaction scheme proceeds exothermically; thus, the
temperature in the 1st flame zone rises.
However, after the complete consumption of NO２ in the

OH radical chain-growth reaction cycle of methylamine (1st
flame zone), OH radicals cannot contribute to the
hydrogen abstraction of methylamine. Consequently, H
radicals attack the H in methylamine, CH３NH２ + H = CH２
NH２ + H２. Thus, the production of H radicals might be
important for the decomposition of excess methylamine in
the plateau zone. Therefore, the rate of production of H
radicals was investigated, as shown in Figure 10. The
figure indicates that the production of H radicals in the
plateau zone depends on the unimolecular dissociation of
methylamine species. Summarizing the above reactions, a
reaction sequence diagram for the gas phase combustion
of the ionic liquid in the plateau zone can be drawn, as
shown in Figure 11. In this paper, these reactions are
denoted the ”avalanche unimolecular dissociation cycle of
methylamine.” A summary of the reaction cycle is given
below with standard enthalpies of reaction (∆rH�).

CH３NH２+ H = CH２NH２+ H２; ∆rH�= -49.6 kJ·mol―１
CH２NH２= CH２NH + H; ∆rH�= +155.3 kJ·mol―１
CH２NH + H = HCNH + H２; ∆rH�= -19.7 kJ·mol―１
HCNH = HCN + H; ∆rH�= +59.0 kJ·mol―１

CH３NH２= HCN + 2H２; ∆rHtotal�= +145.1 kJ·mol―１

The reaction cycle drives endothermically; thus, the
thermal feedback to the plateau zone is important for the
progression of the avalanche unimolecular dissociation
cycle of methylamine in the plateau zone.

Figure１０ Rates of production of H radicals with main
reactions during the combustion of AMU442 at 1.2
MPa.

Figure９ Reaction mechanism of OH-radical chain-growth
reaction cycle of methylamine in the 1st flame zone
with standard entropies of reaction (∆rH�). Red color
means endothermic, and blue means exothermic.
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Next, the reaction flow in the 2nd flame zone is discussed.
As mentioned above, urea is decomposed by OH radicals
(Figure 7(b)), which are generated via NH２+ NO = NNH +
OH in the 2nd flame zone (Figure 8(b)). NO exists because it
is produced in the OH-radical chain reaction sequence in
the 1st flame zone. To determine the process for
generating NH２, the rate of production of NH２ was
analyzed, and the results are shown in Figure 12. For the
generation of NH２, there are two dominant reactions:
HNCO + H = NH２+ CO and the unimolecular dissociation
of urea radicals, NH２CONH = NH２ + HNCO. The
unimolecular dissociation of urea radicals produces not
only NH２ but also HNCO, and the H radicals react with
HNCO to generate NH２. The H radicals are generated
from the unimolecular dissociation of NNH generated by
the reaction between NH２ and NO, as shown in Figure 10.
Thus, NH２ generation depends on the unimolecular
dissociation of urea radicals. Considering all these
reactions, the reaction cycle in the 2nd flame zone is shown
in Figure 13. This reaction cycle is denoted as the ”NH２-
OH-urea chain-growth reaction cycle.” Summary of the
reaction course with standard enthalpies of reaction (∆rH�)
is given below.

NH２CONH２ + OH = NH２CONH + H２O; ∆rH� = -59.5 kJ·
mol―１
NH２CONH = HNCO + NH２; ∆rH�= +98.4 kJ·mol―１
HNCO + H = NH２+ CO; ∆rH�= -43.5kJ·mol―１
NH２+ NO = NNH + OH; ∆rH�= +10.9 kJ·mol―１
NNH (+M) = N２+ H (+M); ∆rH�= -33.1 kJ·mol―１

NH２CONH２+ NO (+M) = H２O + NH２+ CO + N２ (+M);
∆rHtotal�= -26.8 kJ·mol―１

In the 2nd flame zone, first, excess H radicals from the

avalanche unimolecular dissociation cycle of methylamine
in the plateau zone attack HNCO. Consequently, NH２
radicals are generated. NH２ reacts with NO from the 1st
flame zone and generates an OH radical and NNH. OH
radical abstracts H atom of urea and produces a urea
radical. The urea radical decomposes to an NH２ radical
and HNCO. On the other hand, the NNH from the reaction
between the NH２radical and NO reproduces H radicals by
its unimolecular dissociation.
This reaction cycle progresses exothermically, and so

the decomposition of urea proceeds spontaneously.
Moreover, the differences in the total of standard
enthalpies of reaction indicate that the exothermic
reactions in the 1st flame zone drive the progression of the
avalanche decomposition of methylamine in the plateau
zone more greatly than those in the 2nd flame zone.
However, from mole fraction distribution of urea (Figure

6(b)) and the rate of production (Figure 7(b)), it is found

Figure１２ Rates of production for NH２ radical generation with
main reactions in the combustion of AMU442 at 1.2
MPa.

Figure１１ Reaction mechanism for the avalanche unimolecular
dissociation cycle of methylamine in the plateau
zone with standard entropies of reaction (∆rH�). Red
color means endothermic, and blue means
exothermic.

Figure１３ Reaction mechanism of the NH２-OH-urea chain-
growth reaction in the 2nd flame zone with standard
entropies of reaction (∆rH�). Red color means
endothermic, and blue means exothermic.
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that the NH２-OH-urea chain growth reaction cycle also
occurs in the 1st flame zone. The difference in the ease of
hydrogen abstraction from urea and methylamine by OH
radicals affects which reaction cycle is dominant in the 1st
flame zone. As shown in Figure 3, the hydrogen
abstraction of methylamine proceeds more rapidly than
that of urea. Thus, in the 1st flame zone, methylamine
preferentially reacts with OH radicals over urea, and the
OH-radical chain-growth reaction cycle of methylamine
mainly proceeds.

3.2.3 Sensitivity analysis of steady combustion of gas-
phase AMU442 at 1.2 MPa

To validate the reaction models shown in Figures 9, 11,
and 13, the temperature sensitivity of the combustion of
AMU442 in the gas phase at 1.2 MPa (calculated in section
3.2) was analyzed using CHEMKIN-PRO35）. The results are
summarized in Figure 14. The analysis showed the main
reactions in the three reaction cycles as described in
Figures 9, 11, and 13. For example, the following reactions
shown in Figure 14 included in the OH-radical chain
reaction sequence for methylamine were identified: 1) NH２
+ NO = NNH + OH, 2) NO２+ H = NO + OH, 3) HCO + NO２
= NO + CO２ + H, and 4) CH２NH２ + H = CH２OH + NH２.
Therefore, the sensitivity analysis supported the three
reaction cycles proposed in Figures 9, 11, and 13.

3.3 Pressure deflagration limit of the ADN-EILPs
Using the EILPs-G-01model, we attempted to evaluate

the combustion characteristics of ADN-EILPs. In this
study, the pressure deflagration limit (PDL) was selected.
The PDL is the lowest ambient pressure at which a
sample can maintain a steady combustion state40）―43）. It is
known that ADN, MMAN, and urea mixtures have several
PDL values depending on the weight ratio of
components34）. Ide et al. reported experimental results
showing that the PDL of ADN-EILPs rises as the mass
ratio of MMAN increases34）. The PDL of the ADN:MMAN:

urea = 30:50:20 (wt. %) mixture was estimated to be 0.4-1.0
MPa, whereas that of the 35:45:20 (wt. %) mixture was 0.4-
0.5 MPa, and that of AMU442 was 0.2-0.4 MPa. To
investigate the correlation between the mixing ratio of
MMAN in ADN-EILPs and their PDLs, the combustion
waves of ADN-EILPs at 0.4 MPa were simulated using the
premixed burner stabilized model in the CHEMKIN-PRO
program suite35）as well as the calculation in section 3.2.1
and compared. The initial gas compositions were assumed
to be the same as the thermal decomposition and
vaporization of each component, as listed in Table 2, and
are tabulated in Table 3.
Assuming that the condensed-phase reactions can be

ignored and that the initial gas temperature is the same as
the dissociation temperature of AN, the initial gas
temperature was calculated as 664 K using the
dissociation temperature formula (Equation (14))37）. The
supplied gas mass flow rates were estimated by assuming
conservation of mass. For the calculation of the mass flow
rate, it is necessary to determine the liquid surface
regression speeds of the ADN-EILPs at the pressure used
in the CHEMKIN-PRO calculation. In this study, the liquid
surface regression speeds of the ionic liquids at 0.4 MPa
were estimated with the Vieille equation for EILPs
(Equations (15)-(17)), as reported by Ide et al.34）.

r40:40:20 = 4.9 × P 2.0 (15)
r35:45:20 = 3.5 × P 1.3 (16)
r30:50:20 = 2.2 × P 1.2 (17)

According to these equations, the calculations
converged with the following supplied mass flow rates: 0.7
kg·m―２·s―１ for ADN:MMAN:urea = 30:50:20 (wt. %), 1.6 kg·
m―２·s―１ for ADN:MMAN:urea = 35:45:20 (wt. %), and 1.2 kg·
m―２·s―１ for ADN:MMAN:urea = 40:40:20 (wt. %). The
temperature profiles for the steady combustion of EILPs
calculated by the premixed burner stabilized model in
CHEMKIN-PRO35）at 0.4 MPa are shown in Figure 15.
Comparing all compositions, there are no significant

differences in the temperature rise in the 1st flame zone.
However, the ionic liquid containing a greater weight
percentage of MMAN has a longer plateau zone. Steady

Table３ Initial gas composition for simulation of the
combustion of ADN:MMAN:urea (wt. %) = 40:40:20,
35:45:20, and 30:50:20mixtures in the gas phase.

[mol ratio]
ADN:MMAN:urea [wt. %]

40:40:20 35:45:20 30:50:20

ADN 0 0 0
HN(NO３)２ 0.004282 0.00359 0.002953
HNO３ 0.299504 0.318691 0.336333
NH３ 0.017129 0.014359 0.011811
N２O 0.052458 0.043973 0.036173
NO 0.040682 0.034102 0.028052
N２ 0.017129 0.014359 0.011811
H２O 0.065305 0.054742 0.045031
CH３NH２ 0.282375 0.304333 0.324521
Urea 0.221137 0.211852 0.203315

Figure１４ Temperature sensitivity of main reactions for the
temperature rise during the combustion of AMU442
in the gas phase at 1.2 MPa.
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combustion of the ionic liquid might require the following
two steps: 1) thermal feedback from the 2nd flame zone
affecting the temperature rise in the 1st flame zone, and 2)
heat generation in the 1st flame zone giving thermal
feedback in the condensed phase of the ionic liquid. If the
weight ratio of MMAN in AND-EILPs rises, the amount of
methylamine increases in the initial gas composition.
Consequently, complete consumption of methylamine
takes longer, and this time is correlated with the sum of
the lengths of the 1st flame and plateau zones. Because the
dissociation of nitric acid and the hydrogen abstraction of
methylamine by OH radicals progress rapidly, there is no
significant difference between the lengths of the 1st flame
zones for each ADN-EILP, as shown in Figure 15.
However, the weight ratio of MMAN affects the duration
of the plateau zone significantly. As the mass fraction of
MMAN increases, the length of the plateau zone increases.
Furthermore, by comparing ADN:MMAN:urea = 30:50:20
(wt. %) and 35:45:20 (wt. %), the maximum temperature of
ionic liquid combustion lowers with decreasing ADN
content. Consequently, the thermal feedback from the 2nd
flame to 1st flame zones is reduced upon the increase in the
weight ratio of MMAN. In the actual combustion of ADN-
EILPs, there is some heat loss, as described in section 3.2.1.
This heat loss also reduces the thermal feedback. Thus,
the lower thermal feedback from the 2nd to 1st flame zone
might become insufficient to support reactions in the 1st
flame zone (e.g. HNO３ (+M) = NO２ + OH (+M); ∆rH� = +
203.0 kJ·mol―１), rendering the reactions in the 1st flame
unable to proceed. The results indicate that steady
combustion of the ADN-EILPs cannot be maintained
below the PDL due to interruption of the reactions in the
1st flame zone and revealed that the PDL depends on the
weight ratio of MMAN in ADN-EILPs computationally.
The calculations using the EILPs-G-01model indicate

that the ignitability and combustibility of ADN-EILPs
depend on the methylamine reactivity. In this study, the
hydrogen abstraction reactions of methylamine and urea
by OH and NO２ radicals are investigated using quantum

chemical calculations. As a result, we found that only the
OH radical acts directly in the hydrogen abstraction of
methylamine and urea. On the other hand, NO２ generates
OH radicals, which react with H radicals and also
contribute to the hydrogen abstraction reactions. Thus,
NO２ radicals cannot react with methylamine directly. The
OH radicals are converted to H２O via the dehydration of
the target molecules, but H２O cannot regenerate OH
radicals by unimolecular dissociation, as shown in Figure
8. Inversely, if NO２ radicals abstract H atoms from the
target molecules easier than the OH radicals, HONO could
be formed and NO２might be regenerated through the NO２
chain-growth cycle25）. Consequently, hydrogen abstraction
of the target molecules by NO２might proceed in a series of
cascading reactions until the target has been consumed
completely. Therefore, this study proposes that the
ignitability and combustibility of ADN-EILPs could be
improved by the application of nitric salts containing a
cation that can be attacked more easily by the NO２ radical
than by the OH radical as the fuel in ADN-EILPs.

4. Conclusions
In this study, we aimed to construct a detailed reaction

model for the gas-phase combustion of ADN-EILPs using a
conventional thermal decomposition model of the
components and new elemental reactions. In particular,
the hydrogen abstraction reactions of the components in
the ADN-EILPs (excluding ADN) by OH and NO２ radicals
were investigated using quantum chemical calculations as
new elemental reactions.
First, to validate the constructed detailed chemical

reaction model, the EILPs-G-01model, simulated results
using EILPs were compared with experimental reports.
The results indicated that 1) EILPs-G-01 could reproduce
the combustion wave structure of ADN-EILPs in the gas
phase at a pressure of 1.2 MPa and 2) the hydrogen
abstraction reactions by radicals computed using quantum
chemistry calculations play important roles in the gas-
phase combustion of ADN-EILPs.
Next, the combustion mechanism of the ionic liquid in

the gas phase at approximately 1.2 MPa was clarified with
the EILPs-G-01model. The hydrogen abstraction reactions
of the OH and H radicals affected combustion and
contributed to the combustion wave structure. There
were three reaction cycles in the gas-phase combustion of
ADN-EILPs: 1) OH radical chain-growth reaction cycle of
methylamine, 2) avalanche unimolecular dissociation cycle
of methylamine, and 3) NH２-OH-urea chain growth
reaction cycle. To evaluate the constructed reaction
cycles, a temperature sensitivity analysis of AMU442
combustion was carried out. The analysis supported the
three reaction cycles.
Furthermore, according to previous studies, the

correlation between the mixing ratio of MMAN in the
ionic liquid and its PDL was evaluated using the EILPs-G-
01model. The time required for the unimolecular
dissociation of methylamine increased as the weight ratio
of MMAN in ADN-EILPs increased. Consequently, it is
assumed that the PDL of the ionic liquid will increase

Figure１５ Simulated temperature profiles for the combustion
of ADN:MMAN:urea = 40:40:20 (wt. %), 35:45:20, and
30:50:20mixtures in the gas phase at 0.4 MPa with
the EILPs-G-01model using the premixed burner
stabilized model in CHEMKIN-PRO35).
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because of insufficient thermal feedback from the 2nd flame
zone to the 1st flame zone. This trend might be
attributable to the fact that only the OH radicals can
contribute to the hydrogen abstraction of methylamine
directly, and thus this reaction did not occur in the plateau
zone because OH radicals were not regenerated. If
MMAN is exchanged for nitric salts containing a cation
that can be attacked more easily by the NO２ radical than
OH, NO２ radical production is expected to become
constant on the basis of the NO２ chain-growth cycle28）,
thus increasing the combustibility and ignitability of ADN-
based ionic liquids.
However, the calculations with the EILPs-G-01model

did not include the condensed-phase reactions of the ionic
liquid. In fact, the combustion temperature profile of AMU
442 at 1.9 MPa was not reproduced well by the
calculations because of the influence of the condensed-
phase reactions. To expand the practicality of the EILPs-G
-01model, such as its applicable pressure range, it is
necessary to apply the initial gas composition considering
the condensed-phase reactions or add other gas-phase
reactions. In particular, the construction of a detailed
chemical reaction model of ADN-EILPs in the condensed
phase will be essential. In addition, to achieve the accurate
calculation using the EILPs-G-01model and CHEMKIN-
PRO, the addition of heat loss or other factors to the
simulation would be required.
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